Lr 308 parts diagram

This is the first public project here at AR. Its taken a few months to gather the parts and
knowledge to assemble this lower. While they resemble an AR there are a few differences to be
noted. The DPMS LR comes standard with the trigger guard machined as part of the lower
receiver therefore eliminating 3 parts. Two of which are roll pins. The bolt release is held in
place with threaded pin rather then a roll pin. Thus eliminating the possibility of scratching the
lower while driving the roll pin in on a standard AR The entire process took about one and a half
hours including losing and the subsequent search of a detent and detent spring. I would expect
the average person with good mechanical skills and the proper tools could get the job done in
less then half an hour. I attempted to document the assembly process with images, however
there were times when it was just not possible to hold the parts in place and take a picture. Not
the best option because there is not percent parts compatibility. This means you will still need
to buy additional parts. Option 2: Buy all the parts as individual items. There are two versions of
the Lower Parts kit available. The first has every part you need to complete the lower. The
second is the same as the first with one exception. It does not include a trigger and associated
parts fire control group. This was the option I chose on this build as I knew I would be utilizing
an aftermarket trigger. Install spring onto threaded portion of magazine catch from the right side
of receiver. Screw button onto threaded portion of magazine catch 3 or 4 turns to hold it in
place. Take something like a dowel I use a takedown pin and press the magazine catch into the
receiver deeper then possible with your finger alone. Your goal is to push the magazine catch
out well beyond the lower receiver so it can be tightened a few more turns without scratching
the lower receiver. On a standard AR the rule of thumb is the threads of the magazine catch
should be flush with the magazine button. On this project I had to leave the magazine catch
threads slightly recessed allowing the magazine catch to be just slightly higher then the
magazine well. LR Bolt Catch Parts. One of the differences in assembling the LR is the use of a
screw to retain the Bolt Catch rather than a roll pin of an AR LR Bolt Catch Screw. This is
probably the easiest step in the assembling process. The spring goes in first with the buffer
facing out of the lower receiver. Place the Bolt Catch into the lower receiver. While holding the
Bolt Catch in place insert the Bolt Catch Screw unthreaded end first into the hole in the lower
receiver. With the proper hex key wrench tighten the screw. Use a quality wrench to avoid
damaging the screw. The first two images below are recycled AR images as the initial steps are
identical. By utilizing a fire control group of modular design installing the trigger is a breeze.
Place the assembled trigger group into the lower receiver. Align the trigger pin holes in the
lower receiver with the holes in the trigger group. Gently tap the two pins in with a plastic faced
hammer. This actually need to be done in conjunction with step 7 below. Thread the tube into
the receiver. Notice it will thread in far enough to partially cover the buffer retainer hole. Keep
the tube loose enough to install the buffer retainer and buffer retainer spring as shown in step 7.
Then safely tighten the extension tube. You will need to depress the buffer retainer slightly so it
will be held captive under the extension tube. Place the buffer retainer spring and buffer retainer
in to the receiver. Thread the buttstock extension tube in to the reciever. Insert the buffer spring
in to the buttstock extension tube. Depress the buffer retainer and slip the buffer in to the
buttstock extension tube. This is straight forward and easy. Slide the buttstock over the
extension tube as far as it will go. Install the screw at the end of the buttstock. Install the
buttstock end plate. Install Magpul PRS. The first thing I did was to inspect every part and do a
test run making certain all the parts fit as expected. The pins require a slight tapping from a
hammer. They are tight by design. Now at this point most folks will do the smart thing and place
the claw in a vise for the rest of the assembly. Installing the barrel is pretty straight forward. Be
certain to clean the barrel extension and the mating hole in the upper receiver. I applied a thin
layer of grease to the barrel extension to make future disassembly easier. Be sure to orient the
pin of the barrel extension with the groove in the threads of the upper receiver. Apply grease to
the threads. This to aid in the proper torque and future removal of the barrel nut. I use the
Militec for everything gun related. Grease reciever threads for barrel nut installation. The DPMS
claw needs to be placed very securely in the vise as it takes a fair amount of force to tighten the
barrel nut the correct amount while maintaining proper alignment for the gas tube. The general
idea with tightening the barrel nut is not to tighten it all in one shot but rather tighten it in three
or four attempts. With each attempt you will tighten, back off and tighten again getting the barrel
nut to rotate a little farther and tighter with each attempt. You will notice that the barrel nut
holes most likely do not line up with the hole in the upper receiver for the gas tube. This is a
good thing. Your final step is to tighten the barrel nut one last time and align the nut so the gas
tube can fit through the barrel nut and into the receiver. Basically you need to rotate to the next
hole carefully stopping when the barrel not hole aligns with the gas tube hole in the receiver.
Most folks use the gas tube testing for alignment as they go. I use a drill blank the correct
diameter. I find it less awkward to use then the gas tube. Because of the very short handle on

my wrench I had to use a hammer to gently tap the barrel nut into position. Note: There is
torque specification. If your using a different barrel nut and a wrench that allow the attaching of
a torque wrench use the above procedure and stay within the correct torque range. Also the
length of your wrench significantly affects the amount of torque you are applying to the barrel
nut. The longer the wrench the more torque you will be able to apply with less physical force.
Align the barrel nut so the gas tube passes through the nut and into the lower receiver. In the
image below you can see the rod visibly going through the barrel nut and into the receiver. This
part is easy, just make certain the bend in the gas tube is oriented correctly. Actual installation
will take place when the gas block is installed. This is another very easy step. The most
important item to be concerned with is the orientation of the holes in the gas tube. The gas tube
contains three holes. One hole aligns with the hole in the barrel. That hole is how the gas is able
to get into the tube to assist with cycling the rifle. The other two holes will be aligned to each
other horizontally. These two holes are for the roll pin the captures the gas tube within the gas
block. Place the correctly oriented gas tube into the gas block. Use a roll pin punch and small
hammer to drive the roll pin flush with the gas block. Carefully slide the assembled gas block
over the barrel. Notice are barrel has two small conical recesses machined into it. Those
recesses are for the gas block set screws. They serve to lock the gas block in place and prevent
it from rotating. The gas block will stop at the correct location due to the point where the barrel
is a larger diameter. At this point I turn the upper receiver upside down so the picatinny on the
upper and the gas block are resting on a perfectly flat surface. This aligns them perfectly to the
same plane. Then carefully tighten the two set screws being careful not to move the gas block.
This step takes a little bit of fussing to get the handguard properly oriented so the bottom
picatinny rail is square degrees of the receivers picatinny. Once again I used some flat surfaces
to square things up. Headspace is beyond the scope of this page. Consult a gunsmith or
someone else qualified to verify proper headspace. Wilson Combat Super Sniper 6. The AR and
AR are magazine fed, semi-automatic and modular rifles. Originally built by Eugene Stoner as a
combat rifle, the semi-automatic. Although the rifle is less popular than the lighter AR and was
never adopted by the U. Military, the AR still remains a great pick for custom build gunsmiths.
Like an AR, you can also build your own AR at home. In fact, building an AR The rifle is
chambered in the. Before diving into the details of how to build an AR , there are a few critical
things that you should know. Unlike the AR rifle which is pretty well standardized among
various manufacturers, the. Take any two AR 15s and the chances are the majority of the parts
can be interchanged. What does this mean? When selecting a AR lower receiver for building an
AR Both patterns can make a good rifle, but the DPMS comes with an advantage due to
availability of parts, some of which are interchangeable with the AR Because of the different AR
Unfortunately, many of these parts are not interchangeable between AR That includes the barrel
and BCG. Both the jig and lower must match to ensure an accurate build. Due to the small
difference between lower receivers, there are a few parts that are only compatible with AR10
lowers. These parts include the trigger, the trigger springs, and the safety, which can be easily
swapped between the AR Parts that are not compatible in any way include:. Buying the right
parts for your AR With so many different types of. Not only do you need parts that fit, but also a
gun that runs and functions reliably. The problem is, without a basic understanding of how AR
10s work and the right parts for building an AR If you have built an AR, you will agree that parts
compatibility is one of the benefits of building one. However, this is not so with the AR Building
an AR It becomes even easier when you do your homework and know where to source all the
components needed to complete your AR The recommended tools include:. Once you have all
the parts ready, inspect each of them and do a test run to be sure that all the parts fit as
expected. Follow these basic beginner steps while also referring to the provided assembly
instructions that come with your upper receiver build kit. The average person with the proper
tools and some mechanical skills can get the job done in about an hour or less. There are two
ways to building an AR Be sure to check if the kit has everything needed to complete the lower.
Some kits may not include a trigger and associated parts like the fire control group. Be sure to
check that all the parts needed for the assembly are included and then follow these simplified
steps to assemble your AR lower receiver from parts. As earlier mentioned, building an AR You
should know that AR lower receivers are a bit more complicated than AR lowers as parts
sourced from different manufacturers will not fit together like with the AR The same goes for
lower parts kit, upper receivers and other parts that should work right out of the box. After that,
you can now pick up an assembled upper receiver and lower parts kit from your selected
manufacturer. Assemble everything as required and ensure that all parts fit accurately to avoid
functional issues. For the buffer tube assembly and stock, you can purchase them anywhere
with little concern about fitment issues. When assembling an AR If you get stuck along the way,
you can always ask for help or watch tutorial videos from parts manufacturers. If you want to

take the pain out of selecting and buying parts for your custom build, you should opt for a
complete gunsmith kit that comes with the bulk of the common parts you need for building an
AR This will free up your time as you work on the other assignments. There are different
manufacturers selling kits that provide the core parts of the AR A good gunsmith kit should
include a genuine lower receiver, upper receiver, barrel nut threads, lower receiver extension
threads, trigger group and all the other parts needed to assemble the rifle. These custom build
kits come with step-by-step instructions to help you every step of the way. Make sure to follow
the guidelines to the letter. Otherwise, you will make a costly mistake. There is no doubt that the
AR Like Like. You are commenting using your WordPress. You are commenting using your
Google account. You are commenting using your Twitter account. You are commenting using
your Facebook account. Notify me of new comments via email. Notify me of new posts via
email. Search for: Search. AR AR 10 Lower Parts Kit Due to the small difference between lower
receivers, there are a few parts that are only compatible with AR10 lowers. Recommended Tools
for Your AR Prepare the AR receiver by mounting it on your vise Install the barrel in the DPMS
upper receiver Be sure to clean the barrel extension and the mating hole Apply grease to the
threads and install the AR barrel nut Tighten the barrel nut correctly while maintaining proper
alignment with the gas tube, if applicable Install the AR gas tube correctly Actual installation
will happen when the gas block is installed Install the AR gas block while checking the
orientation of the holes in the gas tube Install the free float handguard, aligning the Picatinny
rail with the rail of the upper receiver Install the AR bolt carrier group and charging handle
Assembling Your. Building Your AR Summary There is no doubt that the AR Share this: Twitter
Facebook. Like this: Like Loading Excellent article just what I needed. Direct and to the point.
Thanks Like Like. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Enter your comment here Fill in your details below
or click an icon to log in:. Email required Address never made public. Name required. By Yoshi ,
May 26, in Building a. If you're running an Armalite platform, you'll need their gas tubes lengths are not the same as AR parts. I forgot something, I'm positive, but someone will chime
in with it in due time. There are specific LPKs and triggers for. MagPul PRS stocks are different
between the. I keep wanting to paint, or more likely powder coat an AR in desert tan, but am
reluctant to do it to a gun that doesn't have any finish problems to begin with. I figure it's a one
way trip and not something I can undo if the tan finish turns out not to be as durable as I'd like.
Maybe I'll do it to an AR build. I just get bored and figured since I'm moving to TX in and I plan
on keeping it and a Desert camo would be good.. I'm doing no less than a yard ZERO on this..
Regarding the accuracy, I've built a a. OH, AND get around to dropping the coin on a high
quality optic for it. Right now I find that I tend to lean more towards the tactical matches. Also,
it's my understanding that to really consider yourself to be reasonably skilled at shooting a.
Some of the guys I shoot with are getting involved with F class long range shooting, and have
purchased high end read high priced bolt guns for that purpose, but the nearest places to really
work on your skills for that kind of shooting that I know of are in PA. I think if your future plans
put you in TX your likely to have access to some nice long distance ranges to really develop
your skills. Parts List - you can also look to the list of links below the site advertisers on the
right. It has most everything. I need to add lower parts kit and maybe the SI Defense bolt catch
screw. The main site, while not a list it is broken down by parts category. I don't mean to hijack
the thread, but I too also want to build an outrageous AR. If any of you know of a book, articles
or videos, I must go back and look at the Brownell's video that will help with the consideration
of parts for purpose, I would be gratefull. I have emailed them to as
it 1988
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k about any developments in gas piston adaptations for the AR I just need to get it right the
first go round. Money is tight and less than stellar, ISO parts are unacceptable and undesirable.
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